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**Title word cross-reference**

1 [AGM01]. 2 [FWCL05, GH00, RL13]. 2.5 [WCB15, WWCT18]. 3 [ADDM+13, CLT+15, DLC+17, JGM14, KK11, KKHK16, KLE18, LLKC’13, LDD+18, LHZ+06, LHC16, LW17, LS17, OS03, SYX12, THM15, TMDF10, WYC10, YHH09, ZYS12]. 4 [JCPG05]. \(d\) [MLMM08]. \(\text{DDX}\) [SW04]. \(F_{\text{max}}\) [PMB10]. \(\text{GF}(2^n)\) [RMPJ08]. \(H\) [CLT+15]. \(k\) [CLH12]. \(k/m\) [CHY05]. \(\mu\) [DHZ+11]. \(N\) [Pom16a, CLH12, Pom17a]. \(o(\min(m,n))\) [LM05]. \(t/t\) [CH13]. \(V_t\) [KOS09].

-\text{Ary} [CLH12]. -\text{based} [SW04]. -\text{Cubes} [CLH12]. -\text{D} [OS03, WYC10]. -\text{Detection} [Pom17a, Pom16b]. -\text{Diagnosability} [CH13]. -\text{distinguishability} [AGM01]. -\text{domain} [FWCL05]. -\text{driven} [MSD06]. -\text{geometry} [JCGP05]. -\text{macrocell-based} [CHY05]. -\text{Matrix-Based} [CLT+15].

0.35\(V\) [ACF+11]. 0.35\(V\)-\text{Optimized} [ACF+11].

2-stage [KSA+10]. 2.0 [CLYP09, HWGY16, LLL+18]. 2009 [GK09]. 252\text{Kgates} [CCC°09a]. 252\text{Kgates}/4.9\text{Kbytes} [CCC°09a].

36 [DHZ+11].

4.9\text{Kbytes} [CCC°09a]. 40\text{nm} [ACF+11]. 45\text{-degree} [CT13, TP08]. 45\text{nm} [BFL10].
71mW [CCC+09a].

90nm [CFD+16].

A3MAP [JP12]. aberration [KPSW09].
absence [SPA+03]. Abstraction
[HZS+19, CMNQ08, CLM+10, HMB98].
abstraction/refinement [CLM+10]. ABW
[CIX15]. Accelerated
[LD17, BHDS09, MLC08]. Accelerating
[HW14, LS11, SKS12]. acceleration
[GPK+09]. Accelerator
[LYL+19, AHL+08]. Accelerators
[SV11, LSPC14, YLP+13]. Access
[GSB+18, OKC08, YXY+16, Cha01, KLS11, KCKG13]. Accesses
[HPK08, OKC08, XYG+16, Cha01, KLSP11, KCKG13].

Accurate
[DKZ+15, L18, SV16, SKCM06, TWL16, TEK18, MFS09, RCD07, SGD10, XK97].
Achieving [KJT04, STL+13]. ACM
[GBK09, BC08, CH18a, KLSZ09, QS11, SN10, CPX14]. acoustic [FIR+97]. acquisition
[NR03]. across [LBV+06]. action [KC98].

Active [LKC+18, VEO16]. Actively
[PCT+17]. Activity
[GFJ16, KOO18, PR11, SX+06]. Actor
[RTG+14]. Actor-Oriented [RTG+14].
acyclic [LKT98]. Adaptable
[CRC15, KKK12, SHN12]. Adaptation
[LYHL14, MDR15]. Adapting
[SBO16].

Adaptive
[BML11, CB17, CIX15, EW18b, JM14, KKH16, LLKY13, SOS15, TZ17, WTR12, WCQ+16, ZLY+15, CCYC14, CR12, CLQ12, DPO4, FS13, HCK13, LMB+12, LSL+13, RL13, RAKK12, SCB01].
Adaptively [KLK+17, DL11]. ADC
[EO19]. ADCs [HWCL15, PKP+03]. Add
[LWZ+19]. Adders [KKK12]. Address
[LP03, SR12]. addressing [SSP04].

adjustable [KSA+10, LLHT12]. ADL
[MSD06]. Admission [DZCD15]. advanced
[DFFR13]. Advances [CO18]. Affine
[WK1+18, BC11]. after [XFJ+16]. Against
[DZS+18, DF15, GDTF17, ZLQ15].

AGENTS [dW97]. Agglomerative
[LLLC13]. Agglomerative-based
[LLLC13]. Aging
[FYCT15, GC18, OT15, HTCP13]. Aging-
[FYCT15]. Aging-Aware [OT15].
Agnostic [BDBB19]. ahead [CSAHR07].
Airgap [HS19]. algebra
[AMO05, KRH18]. algebraic [ALRJH06]. Algorithm
[DHV18, GDPRG11, GYT12, HCRK11, HLC+15, KLSZ09, KLSZ11, MA16, TZ17, YVC14, ZLG+19, BDB08, CD09, CT13, CSL+07, CCW08, EK97, GBC07, JHL02, KT96, KL05, MB01, MKB05, MLML08, MWG07, SCB01, SG06, VKRR02, XTW05, YMC+13, YYY+10, ZH08]. Algorithmic
[AMO05, KRH18]. Algorithms
[ACFM12, GMN+13, SV16, SZB17, TCP97, Das04, Das09, EMO03, GMSSS02, JLF+12, LKM04, LIA00, OW08, PB14, PW99, TC98, YW09, YCHT00, ZS10, Z02].

Aligned [XYG+16]. Allocating
[KAKSP16, YHH09]. Allocation
[ABC+17, BK00, BM11, CET16, CARH18, KK14, KKL15, SCB18, YZ12, AOC02, CLM+10, CL99b, LCK+09, SM00].

Alternative [KRL15, SYZ08]. among
[DK08]. AMS
[CVMP19, DDNAV04, MDM+12, MPDG09].

Analog [BBEM15, CFD+16, DZ18, LHJ12, LCN18, SHD17, STGR15, SOS15, TZ17, WJYZ11, ZS18, BC05, DC07, DDNAV04, LON08, LFG+09, LCK12, LTPR+13, ST99, SCJ01, WV02]. Analog/Mixed
[STGR15].

Analog/Mixed-Signal [STGR15].

Analog/RF [BBEM15]. Analyses
[BFG17b]. Analysis [BS14b, CZW+03, CLT+15, CB17, CH17, CYH19, CLMZ10, DKZ+15, GLY+12, HKL+15, HHL14, JM14, KM97, KOO18, KC13, LJJ18, LV14, MAS16, NSCM17, OM08, PHK12, Pie16, PEP06, QBTM16, STWX12, THT12, WLT12, XT16, ZFLS11, ZYW+18, KS+16, ZBF18, AC06, APB+08, BWB14, BK10, CTR+02,
DCK10, Das04, DH06, FZKS11, GM08, GGZB02, GDG+08, IBMD07, JB98, JT98, KPR06, KVMM07, LW07, LCHT02, LON08, LTPR+13, MDG98, MFS09, MCMW08, NM13, QSK12, RM10, ST99, VMP+00, WYC10, YWGI09, ZHM07.

Analytic [AMM+18, JP12]. Analytical [HHL14, MA16, SV16, XLL+16, GG04, LON08].

analyzing [LH13]. Android [THC+14]. Annealing [VLH04].

Annotating [BD05]. ant [WGDK07]. anti [HTCP13]. anti-aging [HTCP13].

Application [CYV+14, HKL+15, HCZ+16, LPD+17, LYHL14, LHF12, LF12, MDR15, RCK+15, STJG16, TCL14, VAI7a, XLL+16, XTL16, YP01, ZYPD08, ZYPIC17, CSCO8, HLKN07, Hsi00, JCPG05, LM96, MMP09, MP07, SXZV13, WKR09, WSEA99, ZMTC13].

Application-aware [ZYDP08].

Application-Driven [YP10]. application-oriented [Hsi00].

Application-Specific [HKL+15, HCZ+16, LPD+17, LHF12, LF12, RCK+15, TCL14, VAI7a, CSCO8, WKR09].

Applications [ACF+11, BFV15, ETAV18, EO19, HC17, HAB+17, MLH+17, NTSA18, RS18, SBR+17, SVK17, SESN15, WZDG16, ZLL+16, CCC+09a, DCK09, DCK10, DPNB02, DSH12, DVA02, HG07, KSS+09, KCA04, KFH+08, MHD+04, NT05, PND97, Pedi96, SR12, VCLD03, VMP+00, WLL+11, WGI11, ZHM07, ZAZ13].

Applying [CHBK15].

Arithmetic [BZ08, MPDG09, TBZ13].

ASIC [KLV15, THL+13]. ARM-Based [LLH+17]. ARM2 [HV98].

Array [CDF+16, KCKG16, SP+15, AOC02, CZW00, LC13, LCL08, WV02, ZYZ+13].

array-based [CZW00]. Array-Style [CDF+16]. Arrays [HCW+16, TRM+16, AC06, CH02, CD96, LMB+12, PWY05, WAZ98].

ASICs [PW99].

ASIPs [SM00], ASP [YMB15].

ASP-Based [YMB15]. aspects [AMO05]. assembled [BC05]. assembly [AMR00].

assertion [BZ08, MPDG09, TBZ13].

assertion-based [TBZ13].
Assumption
[CK16, KLE18, LYCP17, LMS16, SV16, Yan16, Yan17, BDB98, CCX06, CHH09, CPW04, CLY09, KNDK06, Kuc03, LJV02, LCC11, LT11, VJBC07, WWG08, WLCJ09, XTW05, Yan11]. Assisted
[GFJ16, PTC+15, CSL+07, MBB01].
Assistive [MVK+18]. Assurance
[XLY+18]. Asymmetric
[SBR+17, RAKK12]. Asynchronous
[PMS15, WWW+12]. At-Speed
[PTC+15, TPC+17, SXZV13]. ATM
[RFY18]. ATPG [HCC01, MT02, SGK08]. Attack [Che18, DDFR13]. Attacks
[DZS+18, DHB16, MLH+17, ZLQ15, LWK11]. Attestation [CRT19]. Attributed
[PRCK08]. Authentication
[HRK18, MPM+17, YFT17]. Authorization
[MPM+17]. Autogenerated [APD+11].
Automata [BZ08, KT01].
Automata-based [BZ08]. Automated
[BPTB17, IE12, KLV15, GWR13].
Automatic [BFV15, CK96, CJLZ11, MS08, SHD17, SRTG19, WKR09, ADS+09, KSS+09, LFG+09, TDE08, WCC04].
Automating [HA05, RSR01]. Automation
[CH10a, CPX14, CO18, DZS+18, GHY19, KLSZ09, DTC+09, LOC12]. Automotive
[HK18, LZSV15, LMS16, MPM+17, SRTG19, XLY+18]. Autonomous
[ML09, STL+13]. Auxiliary
[BDC08, CCQ98, Piel6]. Available
[TEK18]. Average [ZLW+15]. Averaging
[TWL16]. Avoiding [HLG+15, HGLC16, LLLL18, WSRH16, XLP2+18, LYKW09].
Award [GK09, QS11]. Aware
[AKAP18, BDBB19, CMP10, CET16, DZ18, FYCT15, GV15, HHK+17, HC17, HCG+16, KPF16, KWI16, LHW+17, LLL+18, LHIK+15, LZSV15, LNG+16, LMS16, MT15, OT15, PBZM19, RS18, RCK+15, SYX12, TBCH17, WSH+18, WLLH16, YYG+16, ZYPC17, ADP+07, CHH09, CLQ12, DD02, ETR07, FS13, GM08, GKM05, JHL02, JP12, JCS+08, KPSW09, KJJKK03, LC14, MJM11, MHQ07, MKW08, PPDK09, RGM09, SSG12, SBC08, SMYH07, SKS12, SNL12, WH05, WPH08, WLL+11, YYLL09, ZYDP08, ZYP09].
Awareness [RL13].
B* [WCC03]. B*-trees [WCC03]. back
[CK+18, GAB00]. back-end [GAB00].
Backward [BS14b]. balanced [LLHT12].
Balancing [MT15]. Band [WTR12].
Bandwidth
[KLK+17, BD08, GM03, LKLC13]. bank
[CPW04, Kan06, SM00, Wu09]. banked
[OK08]. Based
[APDC17, ASAP17, AVG19, AAA15, BHK17, BS14a, BD14, CPS16, CCH+15a, CLT+15, DLC+17, ETAV18, EO19, GDTF17, GHY19, HCL+14, HWX+14, HLG+15, JHMS18, JPHL16, JM14, KCO10, KLK+17, KMO+12, LLH+17, LG18, LS11, LHK+15, LLLL18, LH11, LGGJ14, LCC+15, LKC+18, MCZ+16, MA16, MCD12, PSNC18, PG15, Pom17a, Pom18b, QBTM15, RSL18, SV16, STGR15, TZ17, VE016, WCB15, WQC+16, WWCT18, WC10, WL12, XS16, XCF18, YMB15, ZS16, ZHC+18, AHA08, AM10, ADDM+13, BLM00, BPR98, BC11, BBD00, BOC00, BH10, BZ08, CLM+10, CN13, CGN96, CZW00, CFHM09, CH02, CBR+05, CD96, CHY05, CFX09, CM13, CCL04, DP02, DCK09, DDNAV04, DVA02, EMO03, EY12, FS13, GK14, GG99, GPH+09, GBC07, GDF09, GPK+09, GH00, HCK13, HWCL13, JLF+12, KBN09, KK11, KNRK06, KSA+10, LC13, LB00, LKM04, LWC07].
Based
[LCL11, LWZ+19, LDK99, LCHT02, LOC12, LWK11, LLLC13, MP07, ML08, OM08, OKC08, OK08, PND00, PRCK08, PMB10, PR09, Pom14b, RL13, RS98, SW04, SGK08, SOC06, SC06, TN99, TBZ13, VKT02, WWC04, WC06, WSEA99, Yan00, Yan08,
YYC09, ZHM07, AA17, PBZM19, CCQ98, CH00, MW97, MHT14, MGW97, PBSV+06. basic [VMP+00]. Batch [LYL+19].
Battery [MRL+19, NSS+16, Rak09, SKM+16, CSAHR07, LCZ+08].
battery-powered [CSAHR07]. Bayesian [BLR06]. BDD [CCQ98, VKT02].
BDD-based [CCQ98, VKT02]. BDDs [BC16]. Beam [LZ17]. Behavior
[CCQ98, VKT02]. Behavior-Level [CCQ98]. Behavioral [APD+11, AA17, CLMZ10, SCH17, KRS06].
BIBN [CLMZ10]. Biased [JCK+18]. biasing [CFHM09]. BICS [RM09, RM10].
BIFEST [LTH99]. Bifurcation [HHL14]. Binary [SV07, BCR+08].
Binding [CET16, KK14, LH12, ZLQ15, BD97, CLM+10, CFX09, DS06, HLKN07, MJK13, MJM11, XK97].
Biochemical [RCK+15]. Biochips [GHR91, LHC16, LKC+18, MGR+15, RCK+15, SKS+18, SOC06, SC06].
biomedical [APB+08]. Bipartitioning [RTNL05, DPN02]. bipolar [ZYZ+13].
BIST [BBEM15, JNS+17, LWC07, PKP+03, PGB01, SSGS03]. Bit
[HHK+17, LYP13, NdL03, RMP08, RM09, RMB10, SBH+06]. bit-width
[LYCP13, SBH+06]. Bits [SSO16]. black [LAS01]. BLAS [CCYC14]. Block
[CCYC14, CCK+18, DK16, ZLG+19, KR506, LPP00, MHD+04, MS00, WCC03].
Block-level [CCYC14]. block-processing [LPP00]. Blockage [JD18]. Blocks
[AFM14, DK08, FLWW02, FLWC07, MHD+04, MS00]. BNF [WWC04].
BNF-based [WWC04]. Board [MW97]. Board-level [MW97]. Boards
[GDTF17, BPRR98, OW06]. body
[CFHM09]. body-biasing [CFHM09]. BonniRoute [GNN+13]. Boolean
[PRCK08, BR12, BD07, BC11, CCQ98, GPK+09, SGJ96]. Boosting [CMNQ08].
borrowing [LCHT02]. bottleneck [NM13]. Bound [JL15, LC96, LTPR+13, YWK+03].
Boundary [Pom19a]. Boundary-Functional [Pom19a].
boxes [LAS01]. BoxRouter [CLYP09]. branch [CBHK11]. branch-and-cut
[LLQ+03, EBR+09]. bridging [LTH99, TCP97]. Broadside
[Pom15a, Pom16a, Pom14b]. BSP [SYHL14]. BTI [GC18]. BTI-Aging
[GC18]. bubble [Yan00].
bubble-sorting-based [Yan00]. Budgeting [CXH+16, STGR15, LLHT08, LCHT02].
Budgeting-Based [STGR15]. Buffer
[LYL17, MB04, SAL19, TCI14, WHRC12, CW01, FHH12, JHL02, LLHT12, LT11, XTW05].
Buffered [Yan16, CM08]. buffering [KRS06, KC13]. Buffers [CK16].
Buildings [ZHC+18]. Built
[EO19, Pom13, SBB+18, WCB15, LTH99]. Built-In
[EO19, SBB+18, WCB15, Pom13, LTH99]. bump [DVA02]. bump-and-refit [DVA02].
Burst [CHBK15, CIX15]. Burst-Writes [CIX15]. Bus [GG99, JWL+03, LCOM07, LV02, OW06, SC01, YW09].
Bus-based [GG99]. Buses [Yan17, YG204]. Butterfly
[YP17]. Bypass [YP17].
C [LWC18, RMP08]. C-Mine [LWC18].
C-testable [RMP08]. C2RTL [ZLL+16]. Cache
[BFG+19, CPS16, GG04, HWX+14, ZYX15, JKL15, KL14, LYL17, MACV14, M16, NTSA18, SSS+19, SABSA15, SAL19, WDL17, YPF17, G16, JS13, LMM99,
[ADS+09]. Correcting [PGCB16].
Correction [DZ18, RM09, WHXZ13].
correlated [SXZV13]. cosimulation
[FLPP09]. Cost
[ABC+17, CHC+16, JPHL16, MHT14, QS09,
BPRR98, WBW14, Giv06, HCK13, LG12].
Cost-Effective [JPHL16, MHT14].
cosynthesis [Hsi00, Wol96].
Counting [YFT17].
countermeasures [DZS+18].
counting [PB12].
coupled [LMB+12].
coupling [KJKK03, LXCH04, SKCM06].
coupling-aware [KJKK03].
covariance [KPR06].
cover [SB98].
coverage [AKAKP18, CYV+14, CM13, IE12, DSH12,
FZKS11, GF06, Sen11, SDP+09, TCP97,
WPHL08]. Coverage-Directed
[IE12, CM13].
coverage-driven [CYV+14].
covering [BZWZ17].
CPU-time [SEN05, ZBP18].
CRA [LLH+17].
Crash [WL12].
Creation [NRZ+18].
criteria [CGN96].
Critical
[AKAKP18, FYCT15, GC18, IGN18,
KMR18, LC14, STJG16, ETR07, HKB+07].
critical-path-aware [LC14, ETR07].
criticality
[BB17, CV17, CYH19, SZB17, ZABGZ17].
Cross [XNZ+15].
Cross-Point [XNZ+15].
crossbar [THL+13].
crossbar-switch [THL+13].
crossing [SW99].
Crossstalk
[LWH06, HR06, JPCJ06, LCC11, MCMW08,
Mut09, ZW98].
crossstalk-driven [JPCJ06].
cryptographic [DP04].
Cubes [CLH12, WC10].
cuboidal [WYC10].
current
[CH10b, MN17, WLLL16, HLC107, HCN09].
current-ratio [WLLL16].
custom [AKAKP16, LW17, LHF12, LF12, TDF+09,
AMR00, HMVG13, TS96].
customizable [MPSJ07].
customization
[CBMM10, MKK13, MSB+09, YLP+13].
cut [CBHK11].
Cutting [LVS16].
Cyber
[SKM+16].
Cyber-Physical [SKM+16].
Cyberphysical [PGCB16].
Cycle
[LVS16, LS11, Das04, Pom14a].
Cycle-Level [LS11].
cycled [JSG09].
Cycles [AKAKP16].
Cyclic [BR12, Che18].
D [GH00, WCB15, ADDM+13, CLT+15,
DLC+17, JGM14, KKHK16, KLE18,
LLKC13, LDD+18, LHZ+06, LHC16, LW17,
LS17, OS03, RL13, SYX12, THM15,
TMDF10, WYCL10, WWC18, YHH09,
YSZ12].
D-ICs [LS17].
D-NoC [ADDM+13].
D-Stacked [STJG16].
daisy [KC13].
daisy-chained [KC13].
Dark [HAB+17].
DARP [CRC15].
DARP-MP [CRC15].
Data [CP16, DZCD15, JLU15,
KJ16, LCW18, NTS+13, PCL+09, Pom16b,
PAV17, SPC+15, SUC01, XCV12, XPZ+18,
BHW+13, BK00, WBW14, BHS11, FWCL05,
GFC+09, GMN+13, GDF09, IBMD07,
JCS+08, KMS12, KI01, KCA04, LSPC14,
LCT03, Meh98, NR03, PDE97, PDN00,
PGB01, RMKP03, SM00, VCLD03, YGZ04].
data-dominant [VCLD03].
Data-Driven
[DZCD15].
data-flow-driven [KMS12].
Databases [HCL+14].
Dataflow [ASA+17,
BMdlG17, BFG17a, BFG17b, CH17, HPB11,
JHC17, SS14, HKB+07, MHF96, MB04].
Datapath
[JR97, CL99b, GDTG07, MR05, XPSE12].
datapaths [Fuj05, Gk07, Gk09, NCP01].
DC [CFD+16, SBB+18, TWL16, WGT+17].
DC-DC [WGT+17].
DCM [TWL16].
deadlock [LM05, TDE08].
deadspace [SY07].
Debug
[EW18b, LHLP16, HW14].
Debugging [Ali12, BHK17, RPKC05].
Decade [XFJ+16].
decap [LCL08].
declare [TKV07].
decoder [CC+09a].
decoders [KHW06].
Decomposition
[ETAV18, GB07, HCD+16, KHW06, LW17,
YLZ+17, ZLY+15, CHHL06, CH00, EM03,
LM06, WSE99].
decomposition-based [EM03].
Decompression [PBL+17].
Decoupling [SCK18, XLS15].
deduction [DP02].
Deep [LYL+19].
defect
[ACT13, JT98].
defect-level [JT98].
defective [PB12].
defects [XLC13].
Defending [YFT18]. deficiency [ZCG06]. Defined [JHMGS18]. Definition [BC16, Pom15c, ZLG+19, CCC+09a, VCLD03]. Deflection [LLKC13]. degree [CT13, TP08]. Delay [FYCT15, JLI15, JK10, JOH17, MCD12, STJG16, XCW12, ZK15, BDB98, CFHM09, GS00, GMSSS02, HR06, KJKK03, LLHT12, MT02, MKW09, PT06, PMB10, PR98, PR96, RCD07, SC00, SSP04, TD03, WYY99, XLC13, XPSE12, YH97, YHL+11]. delay-area [XPSE12]. delay-sensitivity-based [PMB10]. Delivery [XLS15, ZFLS11, ZLL13]. Demand [AAA15, SKS+18, WQC+16]. Demand-Based [WQC+16]. Demand-Driven [SKS+18]. demonstrable [JW08, LP07]. density [FLWC07, OWH08, ZYP09]. dependence [DH06]. Dependencies [BR12]. dependent [BLM00]. depth [CH00, LH09, ZCG06]. depth-optimal [CH00]. depth-size [LH09]. derive [GS00]. derived [CACS05, Zho08]. Describing [RHA08]. description [MSD06, PHM00, SSCG12]. descriptions [Fu05, MWG97]. Design [ABC+17, AFM14, BJX15, BS14a, BZW17, BS14c, CD09, CH10a, CH10b, CPX14, CHC+16, CRC15, CO18, DZS+18, DHB16, EAP17, GCZ+15, GHLR91, HCRK11, HLH+15, JWJ+03, JLI15, KKL15, KLSZ09, KLSZ11, KLV15, KKS16, LLP+16, LW17, LF12, LHK+15, LZSSV15, OT15, PDS12, Poni14a, Pomi16a, Pomi18a, RS18, Sch17, SDP+09, SGGR14, SHN12, SESN15, SYX12, STGR15, TCL14, VAL17, VE016, WWCT18, WSS+18, XLS15, XNZ+15, YPCF17, YD16, ZLG+19, ZYS12, ACT13, AHL+08, APB+08, AMM+06. ADF+07, BC05, BW00, BP08, BASB01, CWW06, CIB01, CSL+07, DRG98, DTC+09, EU97, FLFV02, FLW07, FW00, FR97, GPH+09, GM03, GABP00, HV07, HA05, HJ08, HLCH07, JB98, JP08, KSS+09, KG99, KCA04, LC13, LSL+13, LFG+09, LCL08, MOZ06, MB01, MP07, MLG12, OCRS07, PB14, Ped96, Ped06, PBSV+06, PW99, RFYL98]. design [RS98, SW12, SGD10, SYL09, SSSS10, SUC01, SS11, SZV+12, TW96, THL+13, VAHH+98, Woe01, WAZ98, WR09, ZHH07]. Design-for-Testability [Pomi16a, Pomi18a, Pomi14a]. design-specific [ACT13]. Designed [KMO+12, SPT+17]. Designer [SS11]. Designing [BLNK14, DZS+18, HBC+08]. Designs [EK16, MACV14, PHKW12, VW+12, YVC14, Yan16, Yan17, ZK15, CH00, GM08, GOC02, HMB98, KI01, KK11, KWW06, LHW97, LCHT02, LLHT12, LAS01, LCKT12, MS00, MR96, RMK03, Sen11, SSSS10, SNL12, WTL+13, Yan11, ZMTC13]. Destination [RL13]. Destination-based [RL13]. detailed [CBHK11, PWY05]. Detection [CBO+18, KOO18, Pomi16b, Pomi17a, YFT17, ZHC+18, CR12, DHZ+11, FNP09, KI01, KRK98, KSA+10, LM05, PR07, RM09, SCCH08, TDE08]. Determined [Pomi18a]. Deterministic [YE12, KBV+15, LB11, KT01]. detour [YW09]. developing [SMSB05]. Development [THT12]. developments [Lin97]. Device [GHYR19]. Device-Based [GHYR19]. Devices [Kha12, LKH19, SVK17, JCS+08, ZYX+13]. DFT [DDFR13, PTC+15]. Diagnosability [CLH12, CCH15b, CH13, LH14]. Diagnosing [BDDB19]. Diagnosis [Pomi17b, SBB+18, CML98, KI01, TYH08]. Diagnostic [HVF+01]. diagonal [DSKB04]. diagrams [KC98]. dictionaries [LCT03]. dictionary [HH09]. difference [Das09]. differentiable [Cont06]. Differential [JDI+18, LLP+16, DDFR13]. differentiated [WHXZ13]. Digital [CM18, DZCD15, LHC16, LKC+18, MFHP12, MGR+15, PGCB16, RCK+15, SSS+18, SOS15, CPW04, RS03, SR12, SOC06]. Digitally [ZK15]. Dilution [GHYR19].
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Investigation [XLB17]. IO [Yan11]. IoT [CARH18, XLB17, YFT17, YFT18]. IP [BFV15, JHMG18, SGSS03].

IP-Integration [JHMG18]. IPs [GSFT16, LHX+17, LG18, SCH17]. Irregular [KCKG16, KCKG13]. ISAs [SBH+06]. Island [LCY12, GM08]. Islands [JPH16].


Jointly [CCK+18, GYT12, ZLW+15]. Journal [SN10]. JPEG2000 [GFC+09].


languages [BGM04, Edw03, SSG12]. Large [CSX+05, JZYX15, LYL+19, YVC14, AM10, DD02, HH09, MRB+11, SCB01].

Large-Scale [LYL+19, YVC14, CSX+05].

Last [KLJ14, SABSA15, SAL19, CKX+13].
Last-Level [KLJ14, SABSA15, SAL19].
Latch [JNCS19, LCHT02]. latch-based [LCHT02]. Late [LG12]. Latencies [Sch17].
Latency [QBTM16, YKCG14, ZYPC17, WHXXZ13].
Latency-Minimal [ZYPC17]. Lattices [GSS14, HMO+14].
Launch [PTC+15, WWW+12, XCW12, WPHL08]. launch-off-shift [WPHL08].
Launch-on-Capture [XCW12]. Launch-On-Shift [PTC+15, WWW+12]. Launch-to-Capture [PTC+15].
Layer [LYCP17, WL12, Yan17, CLYP09, DDNAV04, OW06, Yan00]. Layout [CFD+16, DZ18, LZ17, LCYN18, RCK+15, SPC+15, WPHL08, XK97, YLZ+17, ZLY+15, GS00, GH00, KG97, WJJYZ11]. Layout-Aware [RCK+15, WPHL08]. Layout-driven [XK97]. layouts [GFC+09, LM96]. Lazy [ZLW+15, ZLW+15]. Lazy-RTGC [ZLW+15]. LDOs [SCK18].
leaf [dW97]. Leak [PCT+17]. Leakage [CFHM09, DHB16, HYN15, JK10, STWX12, SYHL14, XT16, YLLL09, ZBPF18, CS07, CCW08, KOS09, MLG12, YLL06]. Leakage-aware [YLL09]. Learned [XFJ+16]. Learning [EW18a, HXC+18, IE12, LG18, LYHL14, PJ14, TEK18, ZKS+16, ZHC+18, STL+13]. Learning-Based [LG18]. Least [LLJ15].
Legalizer [DBK+18, DBK+18]. length [CCC09b, Con06, LCT03]. Lens [KPSW09].
Lessons [XFJ+16]. Level [CDB11, CET16, CLMIZ10, DKZ+15, HKL+15, HMO+14, HZS+19, KLJ14, LL15, LG18, LS11, PDS12, Pie16, RJ14, SABSA15, Sch17, SS14, SAL19, WLDL17, AYM05, BdM00, BD00, CCYC14, CIB01, CXX+13, Che96, GM08, GG99, GS00, GGD04, HJ08, JD00, JR97, JP08, JT98, KI01, KRK98, KW02, LC14, LLQ+03, LTPT10, Lin97, MW97, MOZ06, MKBS05, MT02, MJM11, MLM08, OCRS07, PB14, PDPK09, PTC05, Ped06, PBSV+06, RFYL98, SW12, Sen11, SEN05, TC98, TJ99, Vah99, VAAH+98, VKKR02, VS12b, WTL+13, XK97, YWW10, ZHM07, ZLL13].
Leveling [CCH+15a, CHC+16, Kha12, CD09]. levelized [KPR06]. Levels [BFL10]. LFSR [KJT04, Pom17a, Pom18b]. LFSR-Based [Pom17a, Pom18b]. Libraries [ACF+11]. Library [KRH18, KKS16, MCZ+16, BD97, DDNAV04, JD00]. Library-Based [MCZ+16, DDNAV04]. lifetime [HDL+12].
ACF+11, ALL17, BPTB17, CH10b, CM08, CHHL96, CLMZ10, GBR07, HLKN07,
HTCP13, LTYW12, LSL+13, LS17, MKK13, MACV14, PMB10, Pom14b, RFB10, SESN15,
TWL16, TMDF10, WGT+17, YKCG14, ZK15, BD00, BPRR98, CH10a, CCX06, DS06,
GOC02, HLCH07, HCK13, JWL+03, KBN09, KKH+02, KJR+07, KHW06, KYN+12,
LLHT03, LYCP13, LHW97, ML09, RTNL05, SUC01, TJ99, YGZ04, ZYDP08, ZP08].
Low-Complexity [LTYW12]. Low-cost [BPRR98, HCK13]. Low-energy [LSL+13].
Low-Latency [YKCG14]. Low-overhead [PMB10]. Low-Power [ALL17, BPTB17,
CH10b, CLMZ10, GBR07, LS17, TWL16, TMDF10, WGT+17, ZK15, CM08, HTCP13,
MKK13, Pom14b, RFB10, BD00, CH10a, DS06, GOC02, HLCH07, JWL+03, KBN09,
KKH+02, KHW06, KYN+12, LYCP13, ML09, RTNL05, SUC01, ZYDP08, ZP08].
Lower [LC96, TC98]. lower-bound [LC96]. Lowering [JLK15].
LUT [CD96, CH00, KNRK06, LKM04, VKT02].
LUT-based [CH00, KNRK06, LKM04, VKT02]. LVS [LBV+06].
MAC [BS14a]. Machine [EW18a, HXC+18, IE12, LYHL14, ZHC+18, CK96, KMC97, MMP00, PHM00, MSR09].
Machine-Learning [ZHC+18]. Machines [DMR10, BDC08, CHHL96, MS08, BHDS09].
Macro [LJ18], macrocell [CHY05].
Management [ABC+17, BM11, CHBK15, DLC+17, DMR10, GCL+16, HC17, HXC+18,
KKLG15, LHW+17, MDR15, PJL14, PBZM19, VA17b, WMT+16, AHAKP08,
ADDM+13, AMM+06, ANR13, BHDS09, BMJ13, CLQ12, DS05, FHHG12, GK14,
HCK13, IBM07, LMB+12, STL+13].
Many [SESN15, WMT+16]. Many-Core [SESN15, WMT+16]. Manycore [KLK+17].
Manycore-Based [KLK+17]. mapper [YTHC97]. Mapping [CPS16, ETAV18, HABS15, HAB+17, ZYP17, CSL+07, CH02, CH00, CHY05, JP12, JD00, KL05, LKM04, MB01, PL98, SKS12, WY06, WSEA99, ZS02]. Marching [CCH+15a]. Marching-Based [CCH+15a].
MCEmu [THT12]. MCM [EK97]. MCM [EK16]. MPAT [LLK+14].
MCUs [MRB+11]. MDE [ORGD+15].
mean [Das04]. Measurement [APDC17, CRT19, JB98, LG12].
Mechanisms [CBO+18, GBK07]. memetic [LFG+09]. Memories [AAA15, DFM15, JSA18, JD00, MRB+11, NR03, OK08, RMB10, SFG+08]. Memory [BLNK14, BD14, CPS16, CCK+18, CIX15, DFM15, JCK+18, KLSP11, KKLG15, LLL+16, LWZ+19, PND97, PPP+15, PBZM19, SSL17, TLF16, TRM+16, TMDF10, WQC+16, WDZG16, WGS16, XNZ+15, ZLW+15, ZZCY17, AMM+06, BD08, BHDS09, BGN+07, CPW04, CJLZ11, HKV+07, IBM07, JCS+08, Kan06, KG09, LSPC14, MB04, NdLCR03, OK08, PDNO0, PCD+01, SUC01, SM00, WH05, Wu09, ZYZ+13, ZP08]. Memory-Based [BD14, CPS16, LWZ+19].
Modification [JK10, PAV17]. Module
[LCYN18, SC06, CCX06, SCJ01, TW96].
modules
[CWW96, CZW+03, KT96, OWH08].
Modulo [PG15]. Monitoring [FYCT15,
LL15, LHL16, LLH+17, SL18, APB+08,
CXX+13, CBR+05, KP13, WJY+07].
Monolithic [LDD+18]. Monotone
[DPNB02]. Monte [GLY+12]. morphing
[RAKK12]. MOS [ZK15]. MOSFET
[BFL10]. motes [RFB10]. Motion
[FG18, ZLG+19, DHV+00, KMS12].
Movement [HWGY16]. MP [CRC15].
MPSoC
[BGN+07, GK14, KKJ+08, KH10, SGD10].
MPSoCs [ADP+07, MHT14, RGT+14,
SKS12, SSL17, YP10]. MRAM [JZY15].
MSG [WY06]. MTCMOS [HLCH07].
Multi [BS14c, CYH19, ETAV18, HC17,
JOH17, KLE18, ZLY+15, CNQ13, HGBH09,
HMB98, KOS99, MPSJ07, PB14, Pom14a,
RAKK12, SZY+12, Wu09]. multi-
[KOS99]. multi-bank [Wu09]. Multi-Core
[CYGH19, ETAV18, RAKK12, SZY+12].
multi-cycle [Pom14a]. multi-engine
[CNQ13]. Multi-FPGA [BS14c].
multi-MoC [MPJ07]. Multi-Mode
[JOH17]. Multi-Objective [KLE18, PB14].
multi-phase [HMB98]. multi-processor
[HGBH09]. Multi-Start [ZLY+15].
Multi-threaded [HC17]. multibank
[WH05]. Multicast
[WWCT18, XS16, XCF18]. multichip
[OWH08]. Multicore
[BM11, CRC15, DFM15, HWX+14, JPHL16,
KLSZ11, LS11, LHK+15, LMA+16, QBTM16,
SPT+17, SAL19, THT12, WDZG16,
BHV+13, CNQ13, DSH12, HLD+12, KP13,
LPTP10, Pdl11, QM12, SNL12, WTL+13].
Multicycle [Pom15a, Pom13].
multidimensional [SGBD13].
multidomain [AM10, BMJ13].
multifunctional [AM10]. Multiharmonic
[WGT+17]. Multilayer
[KKHK16, LLLL18]. Multilevel
[HPBW14, JZYZ15, PJL14, JCS+08, SGK08].
multilevel-cell [JCS+08]. multimedia
[HLK+07, ZHM07, ZHOM08]. multimetric
[HR06, RGM09]. Multimode [SSG03].
multiplane [AJM13]. Multiple
[BM11, GY12, KRL15, Pom16b, SRC15, WC06,
YLZ+17, CH96, GM08, JH97, KFH+08,
LBV+06, LLHT12, MRB+11, MR05,
NdLCR03, PT06, PMB10, RMKP03, RM09,
SBGD13, WLT08, WLCJ09, WSEA99].
multiple-bit [RM09]. multiple-choice
[SGBD13]. multiple-output [WSEA99].
multiple-project [WLT08].
Multiple-Supply [BM11].
Multiple-Transient [KRL15].
Multiplexed [LHC16]. Multiplexer
[Pom18a]. Multiplication [GYT12].
Multiplierless [ACFM12, AFM14].
multipliers [RMPJ08]. multiprocessing
[ZM07]. Multiprocessor
[CHBK15, CH17, JOH17, KFH+08, NSH+16,
APB+08, DCK07, DCK09, DCK10, HCLC98,
Kan06, MOZ06, WLL+11, WG11, ZAJ+12].
Multiprocessors [HAB+17, JGM14,
KBV+15, PJL14, IAI+09, PT05, ZYDP08].
Multirate [ZAGBZ17]. multistage
[LO08]. multistandard [CCC+09a].
Multitarget [SKS+18]. multitasking
[NG06, PW99]. multiterminal
[JCP05, MW97]. Multithread [SYHL14].
Multithreaded [HPB11]. Multiversion
[HCL+14]. multivoltage [CCX06].
Multiway [FW00]. mutually [DK08].
N [PR07]. N-detection [PR07]. NAND
[PPP+15, WQC+16, ZLY+15]. Nanometer
[BFL10, BPTB17, STWX12]. nanoribbon
[YMC+13]. Nanotube [WSH+18].
Navigation [MV+18]. NBTI
[BDB12, CMP10]. NBTI-Aware [CMP10].
Near [KCKG13, SHN12]. Near-optimal
[KCKG13]. near/sub [SHN12].
near/sub-threshold [SHN12]. Nested
[AA17, CL99a]. Nesterov [LCC+15]. net
[LXCH04, MW97]. nets [JCGP05].

Network
[CARH18, HCZ+16, HXC+18, KLK+17, LDD+18, LW17, MT15, XS16, XCF18, YKCG14, ZYS12, CSC08, CL13, CM08, CKX+13, CCL04, HW14, KMC97, LCOM07, LLKY13, LLKC13, OCRS07, RFB10].

Network-on-Chip [LDD+18, LW17, XS16, XCF18, YKCG14, ZYS12, CSC08, LCOM07, LLKY13, LLKC13]. Network-on-Chips [HCZ+16]. Networked [KC10]. Networks [BKW15, BDBB19, IHM15, JLJ15, LYL+19, MPM+17, SRTG19, XLS15, YMB15, ZFSL11, ZYPC17, ZMP16, BLR06, CKX+13, CBR+05, GWR13, HMVG13, JP12, JSG09, MD13, MDM07, OM08, RL13, TDE08, VS12a].

Networks-on-Chip [BDBB19, IHM15, JLJ15, CKX+13, JP12, OM08]. Networks-on-Chips [BPTB17, CLMZ10, GDTF17, MACV14, KJR+07].

Neumann [KT01]. Neural [LYL+19]. Neuron [ZK15]. Neuron-MOS [ZK15].

Next [YD16]. NoC [ADDM+13, HWX+14, MHT14, QBTM16, TCL14, SPT+17].

NoC-based [MHT14, HWX+14, QBTM16]. NoC-HMP [SPT+17]. NoCs [AJM13, DLC+17, JM14, KPF16, MT15].

Node [BDB12, PDS12, DHZ+11, JSG09, ZHOM08]. node-centric [ZHOM08]. Nodes [BPTB17, NSS+16]. noise [GBBZ02, HR06, HMLL11]. nominations [Ano13]. Non [GLY+12, LL15, SL18, STJG16, WDLD17, ZYW+18, KCKG13].


obstacle-aware [SMYH07]. obtain [MS00]. Occupancy [ZHC+18]. Octilinear [HGLC16, Yan08]. Off [FG18, PDN00, RYL+09, WPHL08]. off-chip [PDN00]. Office [GCL+16]. Offline [MGR+15]. offs [FFHG12, PCC09, WYG99, WGDK07, XPE12]. OLED [LKH19]. On-Chip [ALL17, JNS+17, JZYZ15, SCK18, ZYPC17, LCOM07, PDN00, ZSZ10, ADS+09, CCL04, KP13, LH13, NR03, PPDK09, YLP+13, ZM07].

On-Demand [AAA15]. Once [CHBK15]. One [XFJ+16]. Ones [PB12]. Online [ZAJ+12, ADDM+13, CSAH+07, RAKK12]. Only [CHBK15]. open [BCR+08, BD05]. open-source [BCR+08]. Operating [TWL16, PBM10]. Operation [BPTB17, CLMZ10, GDTF17, MACV14, KJR+07].

Operations [BC16, LWZ+19, ARLJH06, BG01, HPK99]. operators [BD05]. opportunities
Opposite [HCN09]. Opposite-phase [HCN09]. Optical [DZ18]. Optimal
[ABC^17, BKW15, BASB01, Cha01, CCX06, CARH18, CH06, FG18, GSS14, HWCL13, KNDK96, LCHT02, OWH08, PL98, SCK18, TS96, TPC^+17, ZW98, BW00, BMJ13, CACS05, CGN96, CH00, DSK01, GH00, KCKG13, LH09, MKW08]. Optimization
[ACFM12, BZWZ17, CYH19, CK16, DHVW18, DZCD15, GLY^+12, GK07, HLG^+15, HS19, JPCS19, KKK12, KKS16, LHC16, LZZSV15, LH11, LYCP17, PPP^+15, SYHL14, SRTG19, TRM^+16, WHRC12, WK12, WSRH16, BLM00, BDM^+99, BdM00, BCC08, BDB98, BFP08, BOC00, BGN^+07, CL2L06, CSC08, CCC09b, CFX09, CBJL11, Con06, DP02, G04, GBC07, GDF09, GHW^+12, H06, HPK99, HG07, JC06, KJKK03, KLSP11, KCKG13, KSA^+10, LLHT03, LCHT02, LC07, LLC13, MBK05, MHT14, MKW09, MLG12, OM08, PCD^+01, PEPP06, RGM09, RJBS09, SB98, SPA^+03, THL^+13, VKKR02, VLH04, WGD07, WLL^+11, XZC09, G09]. optimizations
[GG04, KRS06, SSG12, SC00, ZHTC09]. Optimized
[ACF^+11, BC05, HCRK11, VA17b, ZABGZ17, ZYS12, KCA04, SY07]. Optimizing
[GYT12, KSK^+05, LPP00, LAS01, SY08, ZLW^+15]. optimum
[Das04]. Orchestrated [SAL19].
Orchestration [EW18a]. Order
[DZCD15, KQP^+19, SXZ13, ZBPF18].
Ordered [JD18]. Ordering
[AJM13, GKM05, LHC04, MKW08]. organization
[PDN97]. Oriented
[RGT^+14, HCLC98, Hsi00, Hsi01, LHZ^+06, Sen11]. Orthogonal [GLY^+12].
outbreak [FNP09]. Output
[JMI4, WSEA99]. Overhead
[WLL^+11, MHQ07, PMB10].
Overhead-aware [WLL^+11]. Overlapping
[KCKG16, YYG^+16, KCKG13]. Overlay
[EW18b].
FYCT15, KPF16, LVS16, LLLL18, MCD12, STJG16, TD03, ETR07, LC14, PT06, PMB10, SHLL98, SSP04, XLCL13, Yan08.
Polynomials [GLY+12]. port
[CL13, SBC08]. port-scalable [SBC08].
portable [LCZ+08, Rak09]. POSE [Hsi01].
Positioning [HK18]. Postlayout [CLLK06].
Postplacement [CMB07, LCY12, WWG08, XLL+16].
Postscheduling [FHHG12]. postsilicon [MKK13].
Power [ACF+11, ALL17, BLM00, BS14b, BM11,
BPTB17, CMP10, CH10b, CHBK15,
CXM+16, CLMZ10, DLC+17, FG18, GBR07,
GCL+16, HPK99, HYN15, JLK15, KKHK16,
LG18, LKM04, LYHL14, LLK+14, LHIJ2,
LHIK+15, LHIK19, LSI7, MAS16, MKW09,
MN17, PJL14, Ped96, PTC+15, SCK18,
SC00, SBC08, SYHL14, SSCS10, SSN15,
TWL16, TRM+16, TMDF10, TLI14,
WVY99, WGT+17, WC10, WSRH16,
XL15, ZFLS11, ZK15, ZS16, ZMTC13,
AHAPK08, BDM+99, BmD00, BD00, BM13,
BBD00, CS07, C10a, CM08, CIB01, CCX06,
CCW08, CHHL96, CCC09b, CJLZ11,
CLQ12, DS06, DTC+09, ETR07, GOC02,
GD09, GF10, GS13, HR06, HLCO7,
HHT08, HTCP13, JWL+03, KBN09,
KKF+02, KOS09, KC13, KHWO6, KYN+12,
LMB+12, LHT03, LCY13, LH+17,
LBV+06, LHV97, MKK13, MRC06,
MKW08, MLG12, MFS09, ML09, NT05,
PPDK09, Pom14b, PWY05, PR96, RFB10].

Power [RTNL05, STL+13, SUC01, SPMS02, SNL12,
SZV+12, TKV07, T199, TH+14, WJY+07,
YHL+11, YGZ04, YL06, YHH09,
ZHM07, ZLL13, ZYDP08, ZP08, ZYP09].

Power-Aware [LHK+15, SBC08, SNL12].

Power-delay [MKW09, SC00, WVY99].

Power-density [ZYP09]. Power-Efficient
[JL15, SZV+12]. Power-Gating
[KKHK16, YHL07]. power-optimal
[MK10]. Power-safe [ZMT13].
power-transmission [KC13].
Power/Ground [LHJ12]. Powered
[XPZ+18, CSAHR07]. Powerful
[LYW12, MB04]. PowerPC [WAZ98].
Practical [Pic16, VJBC07]. Practice
[MDM+12, SSCS10]. PRAM [KYL16].
precedence [ZAZ13]. Precise [Ali12].
prefixed [PSK08]. Predictability
[NSCM17]. predictable [HGBH09].
Prediction
[CS07, DKZ+15, FG18, HWX+14, JGM14,
PBL+17, CR12, OM08, SYL09].
prediction-based [OM08]. Predictive
[AVG19, HW00, TKV07]. Preemptive
[HH15, SS17, GD+08]. Preface [YD16].
Preferred [Pom18a]. Prefetching [LV02].
prefix [LH09, ZCG06]. Preparation
[PGCB16, RCK+15, SKS+18]. prescribed
[DSR02]. Presence [EKS+14, MCM08].
Preserving [HK18]. Prevent [WSS+18].
Primary [Pom16a]. Principle [CHBK15].
principles [Ped96]. Print [DZCD15].
Printed [GDTF17, OW06]. Priority
[HH15, KPF16, LMS16, WDZG16, MHQ07].
Priority-Aware [KPF16].
Priority-Preemptive [HH15]. Privacy
[HK18]. Proactive [KBV+15].
Probabilistic
[APS18, CKAP07, CB17, GQW19, KW16,
KVMH08, LBL06, FZKS11]. Probe
[Kha12, BC05]. Probe-Wear [Kha12].
problem [DPN02, DS06, FMS01, LVL03,
NR01, PDN00, SW99, YW10]. problems
[SB08, WG07]. Procedure [Vah09].
Process [AKAP18, GC18, LWZ+19, RJ14,
VEO16, CS07, GM08, KTK013, KPR06,
LG12, LH13, LT+13].
Process-in-memory [LWZ+19]. processes
[JB08]. Processing
[BM11, GFJ16, LYL+19, MFHP12, HVMG13,
JSG09, LPP00, NM13, TYH08, ZHOM08].
Processor [HHK+15, ISE08, HLP16,
LYHL14, LF12, NSH+16, NRZ+18, SPT+17,
VLLG01, DHZ+11, GGG04, Giv06, HGBH09,
KBA08, LMB+12, OCRS07, PND97, PNN00,
RFN10, SGD10, WKR09]. processor-based
[PD00]. Processors


recompilation [GF10]. Reconfigurable [AVG19, BKW15, CPS16, EK16, JPHL16, MLC08, MRL+19, ORGD+15, SCC17, SVK17, ZLQ15, ARLJH06, GDG+08, HBC+08, HW14, JBC+10, KKMBO2, KSLP11, LCK+09, RHA08, WKRO9, WLC02, YLP+13, YGH+10, YULL09]. Reconfiguration [MCZ+16]. reconstructions [RCG+08]. reconstructions [RCG+08]. reconstructions [WC06]. reconstruction [Yan08]. Recover [BFV15]. Recovering [JCK+18]. Recovery [NSS+16, WL12, ZAZ13]. Rectangle

RL [NT05]. RL-Huffman [NT05]. RLC [MN17]. Robust [BJX15, DZ18, GCZ’15, MCD12, STGR15, TLF16, ZK15, CLYP09, ST99]. rotary [TDF’09]. Routability [AMM’18, HWGY16, THL’13, ZSY18, CLYP09, HSA’04, SYZ08, WSV’14, YCHT00]. Routability-Driven [AMM’18, HWGY16, ZSY18]. Routable [LCYN18]. Router [TCL14, XS16, CLYP09, JCGP05, MLC08, TDF’09, wATkK02]. Routers [JM14]. Routing [GKM05, JD18, LHZJ2, LLLL18, LKC’18, MCZ’16, RGM15, TZ17, WLLH16, XYG’16, Yan18, CZW00, CKK98, DSKB04, DVA02, GMN’13, LLKC13, LCC11, LCJ’10, MW97, OW06, OHW08, RI13, SMYH07, Yan00, YW09, Yan11, YM’13, YCHTO0, ZW98, ZHTC09]. Routing-aware [GKM05]. Routing-Based [LLLL18]. Row [SAL19, LC13]. row-based [LC13]. Row-Buffer [SAL19]. RTGC [ZLW’15]. RTL [BK00, BBD00, BFP08, BFV15, Fu05, GS00, LV14, PGB01, PSK08, XK07]. Rule [KMO’12, MS17, RS08]. Run [DP02, HMLL11]. Run-time [DP02, HMLL11]. Runtime [BHW’13, LL15, NRZ’18, ADDM’13, GFC’09, GDG’08, HW14, RCG’08, SKS12, WJY’07, YGH’10]. runtime-reconfigurable [GDG’08].

safe [ZMTC13]. Safety [MN17, XLY’18, MS08]. Salsa20 [MAS16]. Sample [PGCB16, ZK5’16]. Sampling [WTR12, ZYW’18]. SAT [CLM’10, Che18, CVY’14, DP02, RCD07, SGK08]. SAT-based [CLM’10, SGK08].

Satisfiability [BR12, GMSSS02, PG15, GPK’09, HSA’04]. satisfying [QSS90]. saturation [CCL03]. saving [HW00]. Savings [LKH19].


Schedulability [GDG’08]. Schedule [SGC’14]. Scheduler [NHS’16, JP08]. schedules [DSRV02, LC96]. Scheduling [ABC’17, BB17, BDBB19, CAC505, CX15, JOH17, LHW97, PMS15, SSC17, SAL19, SZB17, WCB15, WDZG16, WWCT18, CLM’10, CJLZ11, DS05, DHV’00, GBC07, HN07, JR97, KW02, Kmc03, LLHT03, MKBS05, MJM11, MHQ07, MR05, MGW97, NR01, RCG’08, SXX’06, TC98, WH05, WGD07, YW10, YGH’10, YLYL09].

schematic [KG09]. Scheme [BM11, KKLG15, KLK’17, LTYW12, WHRC12, XS16, HCK13, KSA’10, XLCL13]. Schemes [MGR’15, CSC08, KCKG13].
Score [XLL+16]. scratch [IBMD07].
scratch-pad [IBMD07]. Scratchpad
[CPS16, DFM15, BD14]. Scrubbing
[SVK17]. Search
[VCLD03, CMB07, DVA02, YWW10].
search-based [DVA02]. Searching
[DK16, SYZ08]. Section [BMDG17, CO18,
KLZ11, YD16, CH10a, CLQ12, HJ08,
JW08, KLSZ09, MD13, RBA+12]. Secure
[BHK17, HBC+08, ISE08, HRK18].
Security [GQW19, HMO+08, HRK18].
Self-Aligned [XYG16]. Self-Measurement
[BHK16, SYZ08]. Self-Alignment
[XYG16]. Self-Test
[EO19, SBB+18, WCB15, XYG+16, SEN05, SZV+12].
Self-Aligned [XYG+16].
Self-Measurement [CRT19]. Self-Test
[EO19, SBB+18, WCB15]. self-testing
[SE05]. self-tuning [SZV+12]. Semantic
[Pie16]. Semantics [KC98]. sensing
[LTH99, WJY+07]. Sensitive [YBS+18].
sensitivity [LON08, PMB10, ST99]. Sensor
[NS+16, PDS12, ZHC+18, DHZ+11, JSG09,
LCK+09, RFB10, ZSZ10]. sensor-driven
[LSZ10]. Sensors [FG18, YHL+11].
Separation [EK16]. sequence
[GF06, LC07, MMP00]. Sequences
[Pom15b, Pom15c, Pom17b, Pom18a, KT01,
LWC07, PL03, PR11]. Sequential
[PLS16, LD17, SPA+03, WK12, BLR06,
BOC00, Che96, CPR+02, Edw03, HVF+01,
HRP00, HCC01, JB98, KT96, KOS09,
MMP00, PL98, SNH02, Vah02, YWW09].
sequentially [LIA00]. SER [LD17]. Serial
[PMP17]. Serialized [KH10]. Series
[TW96]. Series-parallel [TW96]. server
dW97]. servers [ANR13]. Service
[DKZ+15, AHAKP08, CBR+05].
Service-Level [DKZ+15]. Set
[HLK+15, LP+17, LHF12, LF12, MCD12,
OT15, Pom19b, DPNB02, Hua01, LP03,
LDC07, LLYW10]. Sets
[Pom16b, YRH11, PR07, TCP97]. SEU
[MLF+12]. SHAPE [HRK18]. Shannon
[GBR07]. shaped [Meh98]. shapes [LM96].
Shaping [KLK+17]. Shared
[KLJ14, ZAZ13]. Sharing [LF12, TCL14,
WGSH16, BDB98, DK8, SHL98]. shield
[WLX04]. shielding [Mut09]. Shift
[PTC+15, WC10, WWW+12, LWK11,
WPH08]. shifter [Kag05]. short [SSP04].
short-path [SSP04]. Shuffling
[HHK+17, KJR+07]. shutdown [HW00].
SID [LHK+15]. SID-Based [LHK+15].
Side [DZZ+18, ZBF18]. Side-Channel
[DZZ+18, ZBF18]. Sigma [ZYW+18].
Signal
[MFHP12, STGR15, WGT+17, ZSY18,
CPW04, LLLC13, SR12, TYH08, XYZ09].
signal-integrity [XZC09]. Signals
[SMH08, MWK08]. Silicon [HAB+17].
Similarity [YRH11]. Simplifying [HA05].
Simulated [ZYS12, SMYH07]. simulating
[RHA08]. Simulation [CDB11, EKS+14,
EO19, GDPR01, HBPW14, HIW15,
HPB11, HMM15, MDMA+12, PRK08, ST99,
SKM+16, WWFT12, ZWD11, CVMP19,
DCK10, DL11, HVF+01, HKB+07, KMC97,
LOC12, PTC05, PHM00, RSR01, WTL+13].
Simulation-Based
[EO19, PRK08, LOC12]. Simulations
[LS11]. Simulator
[LHK+15, FWCL05, EBR+09]. simulators
[RPKC05]. Simultaneous [CC06, CYV+14,
CFX09, JK10, LHX04, SM00, CCX06,
CCW08, CW01, MRC06, YHH09]. simultaneously
[HLX07, SPS04]. Single
[BD14, HCW+16, KRL15, SKS+18, SSL17,
[AA17, BR12, BD00, CSKR05, CET16, CLMZ10, CCL03, EO19, GB07, HS18, HMVG13, HCZ+16, KK14, KKK12, KKS16, LS17, NG06, PDS12, PG15, QS+W15, RJ14, Sch17, GC+S14, SS14, SGGR08, SV11, SCCH08, WCC14, YMB15, ADS+09, BD+09, BZ08, CLKL06, CM00, CBAM10, CL99b, CD96, DDNAV04, FFHG12, GG99, GOC02, GH00, GGDN04, GWR13, HLKN07, HCLC98, Hsio1, HLHT08, Huo1, JLF+12, KSS+09, KKH+02, KK11, KW02, KHP05, KF+08, LCD07, LC14, Lin97, LLHT12, LW06, MM00, MDM07, MKB05, MJM11, MR06, PBS+06, RFYL98, RS03, SW12, SCB01, SV07, TN99, TC98, VLH98, VKT02, VKK02, WV02, WGI11, WKR09, XK97, XPSE12, YYW10].

Synthesized [SB17]. Synthesizing [SS14].

Systematic [PSK08].

System [BdM00, CH17, DMR10, GM08, GPH+09, HKL+15, HZS+19, LL15, LG18, NRZ+18, PDS12, PPK99, Pie16, PBSV+06, SL18, SGGR14, TK18, WL12, YGY+16, ZHM07, APB+08, BPRR98, BM13, Cha01, CKP07, CSC08, DC07, GG99, GABP00, HGBH09, HMVG13, HW00, LH99, LLCC11, MOZ06, MPSJ07, OCRS07, Ped06, SPG+08, Sen11, Vah09, ZL13, dW07, AHL+08, LVL03, WLL+11].

System-Level [HKL+15, LL15, LG18, PDS12, Pie16, B100, GM08, PPK99, ZHM07, MOZ06, OCRS07, Ped06, Sen11, Vah09, ZL13].

System-on-a-chip [Cha01, CKP07].

System-on-Chip [HZS+19, SGGR14, APB+08, BM13, CSC08, WLL+11, AHL+08].

System-scenario-based [GPH+09].

Systematic [AMM+06, KPR06, RPK05].

SystemC [BK10, CVMP19, HV07, WWFT12, RHA08].

SystemC-AMS [CVMP19].

SystemCoDesigner [KSS+09]. SystemJ [MSR09, SPT+17]. Systems [BHK17, BLNK14, BJX15, BB17, BS14c, CH10a, CCH+15a, CHBK15, CYH19, DF15, EAP17, HK18, IG18, KLSZ09, K10, KMR18, LL15, LHK+15, LZZS15, LMA+16, MRL+19, NSH+16, ORGD+15, PPP+15, PSNC18, PG15, PBZM19, QBTM16, SSC17, SPT+17, STWX12, SS14, SALT19, THT12, WHRC12, WQC+16, XPZ+18, YRH11, ZLW+15, ADM+13, AM10, ADDM+13, ARLJH06, BD00, BWB14, CSAHR07, CMM00, CSL+07, Con06, CLQ12, CCL04, DCK07, DRG98, DDNAV04, DTC+09, GDGD07, GPH+09, GDF09, HKL+07, HV07, HLD+12, HCLC98, Hsio1, HBC+08, JS13, JWL+03, JW08, KKMB02, KQ13, KFH+08, LCZ+08, LCK+09, LSDV10, LDK99, LP07, MBB01, MDG98, MHQ07, ML09, OKC08, PDN00, PCD+01, PSL+98, Ped11, PEP06, Q509, Rak09, RSR01, SCB01, SLXZ12, SUC01, SHN12, SS11, SZV+12, THC+14, W016, W09, ZAJ+12, ZP08, SN10, CPX14].

Systems-on-Chip [BHK17, HLD+12, KP13]. SystemVerilog [CVY+14].

T [YY09]. T-trees [YY09].

[T] [WSEA99]. table-based [WSEA99].

Tasks [CH02, YTC97]. Tag [YBS+18].

Tailoring [CSC08].

Tandem [MSR09].

Target [KYL16, FS13].

Targeted [SNL12].

Targeting [LPD+17, JBC+10, MLMM08].

Task [LMA+16, SZB17, DCK07, GK14, GBC07, YLL09].

Tasks [CH17, SSC17].

taxonomy [KP13].

TCONMAP [HABS15].

ddf [ZMTC13].

Technique [CV17, JK10, LGGJ14, SBB+18, DHV+00, HCH07, IBMD07, K101, LC96, MB04, Mut09, RSR01].

Techniques [MMD07, Mit16, PTC+15, TWL16, WSV+14, YD16, AM05, BD97, BdM00, BH10, BASB01, CLM+10, CSAHR07, CACS05, CFHM09, D06, D02, HPK99, HCS01, HCC01, KSK+05, KMS12, KHP05].
LSDV10, LB00, LHW97, LHCT05, LVL03, OCRS07, OK08, PCD+01, RJBS09, TY97, TBZ13, TYH08, VMP+00, XK97, ZHOM08.

Technologies [SN10, BC08]. Technology [BFL10, CHY05, DKT+16, DBK+18, HABS15, JZYZ15, SABSA15, YD16, ZS02, BM00, CH02, CH00, KL05, LKM04, PL98, WY06, WSEA99, ZLL13]. technology-dependent [BLM00].

Technology-Driven [DKT+16]. TEI [LHW+17]. TEI-power [LHW+17].

Temperature [JGM14, LHW+17, ZYP09, ADP+07, CLQ12, DH06, WJY+07]. Temperature-aware [ZYP09, ADP+07, CLQ12]. template [HGBH09]. Temporal [Pie16, SSC17, YYC07, BD05, Das09, YYC09]. Temporally [PRCK08]. terminals [ISE08].

Test [AYM05, BDBB19, EMO03, EO19, GF06, IE12, LCT03, MCD12, NSCM17, Pom15a, Pom15b, Pom15c, Pom16c, Pom17a, PAV17, Pom18a, Pom19b, RJ14, SBB+18, TBZ13, WCB15, WWCT18, WC10, WWW+12, XCW12, XLCL13, BC05, BWB14, Cha01, Che96, CCL04, ETR07, FNMS01, GM03, HLKN07, HRP00, HJ08, KT01, LTH09, MD08, NCP01, NT05, PR98, PR11, QM12, RMKP03, SW04, SBC08, SEN05, SNC12, TCP07, TD03, WPHL08, WWC04, XZC09, ZMTC13, SSS03].

Test-Architecture [WWCT18, XZC09]. Testability [Pom16a, Pom18a, FRS97, PS08, Pom14a, SCJ01]. Testable [GBR07, RMPJ08]. testbenches [BFP08].

Testing [NS03, SBC08]. Testing [NS03, PTC+15, TPC+17, WWCT18, WWW+12, XCW12, XS16, XCF18, JT98, KB09, LHCT05, PKP+03, SEN05, SXZV13, SCJ01, SOC06, TD03, XZC09]. Tests [Pom15a, Pom16a, Pom16c, Pom18b, Pom19a, Pom19b, DNA+12, PR09, Pom13, Pom14a, Pom14b]. text [LDK99].


Three-layer [Yan00]. three-step [Vah02]. Threshold [DHVW18, SV16, SHN12]. Throughput [HCRK11, HIW15, KLLJ14, SEN15, CJLZ11, GM08, SKS12, SHN12]. throughput-aware [SKS12].

Throughput-Optimized [HCRK11]. Tier [SSL17]. tightly [LMB+12]. tightly-coupled [LMB+12]. Tightness [APS18]. Tiled [DK16]. Tiled-DNUCA [DK16]. Time [APDC17, BB17, CHBK15, CH17, FG18, HXC+18, IGN18, KPF16, NSH+16, PSNC18, SSC17, WZGJ16, YRH11, ZLW+15, ZZC17, APB+08, ARLJH06, CSAHR07, DP02, DRG98, HMLL11, HLKN07, HMGV13, KRRK06, LCHT02, LTPR+13, MR96, MHQ07, NG06, PEP06, PW99, SCB01, WGDK07, WLL+11, ZAD13]. time-[ARLJH06]. time-constrained [NG06, SCB01]. time-constraints [CSAHR07]. time-domain [LTPR+13].

Time-Triggered [BB17, IGN18]. time/resource [WGDK07]. Times [PMS15]. Timing [CZW00, CB17, HIW15, HS19, JNCS19, KKK12, LV16, LJJ18, LWC18, LYCP17, LNG+16, M'M11].
MKW08, WSH+18, WKC12, WL12, Yan08, YRH11, DCK09, DRG98, DH06, KPSW09, KPR06, KC98, LC14, LCHT02, MCMW08, Q09, SX+06, SCCH08, YHL+11.

Timing-aware [MKW08]. Timing-Driven [LNG+16, CZW00, Yan08, DRG98].
timing-error [SCCH08]. Timing-Yield [WSH+18]. TinyOS [RFB10]. TLB [KSK+05]. TLM [BFPO8]. TLM-to-RTL [BFPO8]. TODEAS [CH10a, KLSZ09, BC08, GK09, QS11, TK18].

Tofoli [MDM07]. Toggles [TPC+17].

Tolerance [GVJ15]. Tolerant [CYH19, LW17, XCF18, CEB06, NaLCR03, SC06].
tolerate [SPG+08]. Tool [BBEM15, JHMG18, TDE08, VLH98].

Toolchain [GVJ15]. toolkit [MSD06]. tools [BDm00, GS00, MD13, MT02].

Topological [SHD17]. Topology [BDBB19, HCZ+16, TDF+09].

Topology-Agnostic [BDBB19]. Trace [BHK17, BHW+13]. Trace-Based [BHK17].

Traceability [YFT17]. track [LCC11].

Tracking [HMO+14, FS13]. Trade [PCC09, FHHG12, RJL+09, WYYG99, WGDK07, XPSE12]. trade-off [RJL+09].

Trade-offs [PCC09, FHHG12, WYYG99, WGDK07, XPSE12]. Tradeoff [RS18].

Tradeoff-Aware [RS18].

Transferring [LDD+18]. Trading [FG18]. Traffic [QBTM16]. Training [ALL17].

Transactions [CH10a, CPX14, KLSZ09].

Transceivers [JNS+17]. transform [KLo1, KVMH08]. Transform [LCC+15].

Transformation [SPC+15, BGN+07, KKH+02, Vah99, VJBCC07].

transformational [Voe01].

transformations [HKV+07, LLM01, PCC09, WYYG99].

Transforms [ACFM12, MFHP12].

Transient [KRL15, DC07, MRC06].

Transistor [CFD+16, HCW+16, PR96, RS03, WSH+18].

Transition [JOH17, MHQ07, LHCT05, PL03, PR09, WPHL08].

Transition-overhead-aware [MHQ07].

transitions [Mut09]. transitive [YYC07].

Translation [WL12]. transmission [KC13].

Transmissions [CBO+18]. Transparency [WHRC12].

Transparent [Pom17b, SV11, PR11]. Transparent-Scan [Pom17b, PR11].

Transposition [CCH15b]. traversal [HRP00]. Tree [HGLC16, KK11, KKS16, LLLL18, LNG+16, LS17, WCC14, CHH09, LLHT12, LYKW09, LLLL13, TDF+09, wATkK02, Yan08, YYC09].

tree-based [YYC09]. Trees [CCH15b, KE16, GC06, WCC03, YYC09].

Trends [CH10b, HHL14].

Triggered [BB17, HS18, IGN18, BDC08].

Triggering [EW18b, HW14]. Triple [LZ17, ZLY+15].

Tristate [CK16].

Trojans [XFJ+16].

Trust [GSFT16].

TSocket [CCH15b].

TSV-based [KK11].

tunable [CFHM09], tuned [RFB10].

tuning [LT11, SZV+12].

Turbine [WSRH16].

Tutorial [Edw03].

twisted [YW09].

Two [LZ17, OW06, TJ99, CSC08, DDDN04, LHZ+06].

Two-layer [OW06, DDN04].

Two-level [TJ99].

two-stacked-die [LHZ+06].

Two-Stage [LZ17].

UCR [YBS+18]. Ultra [ACF+11, CK16, GBC07, MACV14, SESN15, ZLG+19].

Ultra-fast [GBC07].

Ultra-High-Definition [ZLG+19].

Ultra-High-Speed [CK16].

Ultra-Low [ACF+11, MACV14, SESN15].

UltraScale [AMM+18].

Unauthorized [CBO+18, GDFT17, K0018].

Unbounded [VSI2a].

Uncertain [KW16].

uncertainties [CS07].

Uncertainty [GC18, STGR15].

Uncloable [YBS+18].

Uncore [WGSH16].

Understanding [HHL14].

Undetectable [Pom19b].

Unicast [XS16, XCF18].

Unicat-Based [XS16, XCF18].

uniform [Kag05].

Uniform [HZS+19, KCG16].
Unique [SOS15]. UNISIM [LS11].
UNISIM-Based [LS11]. Unison [SGJ96].
Unit [BM11, HWCL15, HWCL13].
Unit-Capacitor [HWCL15]. Universal
[CW96, JCK+18, FLW+02, FLWC07].
universality [RHN00]. Unknown [SSO16].
Unknowns [EKS+14]. Unnecessary
[Pom15c]. unpredictability [DS05].
unpredictability [SPG+08]. unscheduled
[MHG96]. untangling [YW09]. untestable
[LI00]. UPaK [WKR09]. Update [KC10].
Upper [JLJ15]. upset [NdLC03, RM09].
upsets [MRB+11]. Use
[KBV+15, KFH+08, MS00]. use-cases
[KFH+08]. Using
[APD17, APD+11, ASAP17, AVG19,
AGM01, BBEM15, BBD12, BS14b, BM11,
CVY+14, DNA+12, EWI8a, EWI8b, EK16,
FWCL05, FVCT15, GFJ16, GB07,
GHYR19, HS18, JNS+17, KQP+19, LLH+17,
LYHL14, LLK+14, LCC+15, MA16, PJL14,
PGL15, PR09, Pom15a, SKS+18, THM15,
TMDFA0, TCI4, WKL+18, WSS+18,
YHL+11, ZHC+18, ZYS12, BLR06, BWB14,
BK10, BGN+07, BASB01, CACS05,
CBM010, CFHM09, CK96, GGBZ02, G0K7,
G0K9, HVF+01, HMB98, HPK99, HCC01,
HW14, KSK+05, KRS06, KPR06, KMS12,
KMC97, LCT03, LSL+13, LNO8, MHD+04,
MSR09, MS08, MR05, MP07, MLC08,
MKV+18, NRZ+18, PRCK08, PKP+03,
PMB10, PHM00, RJL+09, RCD07, SGK08,
SABS15, STL+13, SBH+06, SCJ01,
TLCF16, TWL16, TX99, TD03, TYH08,
Vah02, WVVY99, WYJZ11, WCC03,
XCLC13, XK97, YTH97, YYC07,
ZHOM08]. UST [wATK02]. UST/DME
[wATK02]. utility [BCR+08]. Utilization
[KKL15, KMR18, MT15, GM03, SBC08,
SY07]. Utilizing
[BLN14, CK16, EB+09]. UTPlaceF
[LLL+18].

V [MLMM08]. Validation

[VS12a, CM13, DRG98, FLPP09, HJ08,
MD08, QM12, RPKC05, WAZ98]. value
[YGZ04]. Valued [WTR12]. Values
[Pom18a]. Variability
[CFD+16, NRZ+18, TY19, LON08].
Variable
[PSN18, ZL+19, LHW97, WH05].
Variables
[Pie16, CCQ98, Pom14a, SXZV13].
Variation [APD17, AKAKP18, FVCT15,
RG09, WCC09, WDLD17, WSH+18,
GM08, KTK03, MJM11, PPKD09].
Variation-Aware [FVCT15, WSH+18,
RG09, MJM11, PPKD09]. Variations
[GC18, ZZCY17, KPR06, LH13, LTPR+13,
ST99]. various [WAZ98]. Varying
[SSO16]. VBR [JLJ15]. Vdd [HLHT08].
Vector
[JK10, CCW08, EM03, KBA08].
vector-thread [KBA08]. Vectorizing
[LPD+17]. Vectors [Pom15c, CK96].
Vehicle [VA17b]. Verification
[Ali12, BKW15, DSH12, EWI8a, HZS+19,
KYN+12, PDI11, SSS+19, BHW+13, BDC08,
BG04, DCK07, DCK09, DCK10, DC07,
GF06, HA05, HDL+12, HV98, KMS12, KG99,
KC98, LBV+06, LOC12, MS08, MPDG09,
PRCK08, RFYL98, RBA+12, Sen11,
VAHH+98, VS12b, WYJG07, WCC04].
Verify [KRH18]. Verifying
[APD+11, HCC01]. versatile [TYH08].
vertical [LLK13]. VFI [DLC+17].
VFI-Based [DLC+17]. vGreen [DMR10].
VHDL
[DDNA04, GPRG11, MR96, MWG97].
VHDL-AMS [DDNA04]. via
[BZ17, CRT19, CCC09b, HHL14,
HSA+04, IPW17, KOO18, KRL15,
KLK+17, LHZ+06, PB12, RAKK12, SAL19,
VAHH+98, WB16, WHXZ13, WYG09].
vias [YHH09]. Victim [SSS+19]. Video
[MD15, ZL+19, CCC+09a, ZHOM08].
viewpoint [LKD98]. violations [Das09].
Virtual [BHDS09, DMR10, JLJ15, MSR09,
SSL17, Fj05, KMC97, LLKY13, ZP08].
virtualization [ISE08]. visibility [HW14].
visual [FS13]. VLAN [SRTG19]. VLIW
[AMR00, GBK07, KJR07, LJV02, LLHT03,
LYCP13, SXX06]. VLSI
[DPNB02, DD02, GMN13, GOC02.
HLG15, JT98, LM96, MKSB07, MKW09,
OS03, RS03, STWX12, SB98, SCS10].
VLSI-CAD [SB98]. Volatile
[WDLD17, LSL13]. Voltage
[DHVW18, DSO5, JPHL16, JLK15, KLE18,
LCY12, MACV14, SV16, WCCC14,
WGS16, ZLL13, GM08, GBC07, KSA10,
LHW97, LLHT12, MHQ07, ML09, Rak09,
SHN12, WGW08, WLC09].
Voltage-Frequency [JPHL16, GM08].
voltage/frequency [ML09]. voltages
[JR97, MR05]. Volume [Pom16c, RMKP03].
Volumes [PAV17]. vs [KG09, PDN00].
VSSD [CCS15]. Vulnerabilities
[QGW19, MAS16].
W [DHZ11]. Wafer
[THM15, BC05, WLT08, ZMTC13].
wafer-probe [BC05]. Wafer-to-Wafer
[THM15]. Wake [WSRH16]. Walks
[BS14b]. Warp [LSV06]. Warping [SV11].
Washing [MGR15]. watt [RAKK12].
waveform [MCMW08]. Wavelet
[AHAKP08, GFC09]. Wavelet-based
[AHAKP08]. WaveSync [YKCG14].
WCET [APS18]. WCRT [CYH19]. Wear
[CCH15a, CHC16, Kha12, CD09].
Wear-Leveling [CCH15a, CD09].
Wearable [FG18]. Wearables [GFJ16].
WEB [MS08]. while [QS09]. Wide
[WTR12]. width [LYCP13, SBH06]. Wind
[WSRH16]. wire
[CW01, HR06, MKW09, WC06].
wirelength [LLLC13, SYZ08]. Wireless
[CBO18, SXX16, PDS12, DHZ11, JSG09,
RFB10]. wiringsizing [CH96]. within
[SCK18]. Without [MS17, KKLG15, PR07].
Word [CCC09b, Con06, WDLD17, RMB10].
Word-length [CCC09b, Con06]. work [KYN12].
Workload [CSAH07, GC18, TBCH17,
CR12, WHX13]. Workload-ahead-driven
[CSAH07]. workstations [KMC97]. world
[RBA12]. worm [FNP09]. wormhole
[TDE08]. Worst [APDC17, CH17, ZLW15].
Worst-Case [APDC17, CH17]. wrapper
[LV02]. Write [CCK18, CIX15, KLY16,
LLP16, WDLD17]. Write-back [CCK18].
Write-Conscious [LLP16].
Write-Induced [CIX15]. Writeback
[PBZM19]. Writeback-Aware [PBZM19].
Writebacks [BFG19]. Writes [CIX15].
X [HLG15]. X-Architecture [ILG15].
XFM [SMSB05].
Yield
[GLY12, JGM14, KAKSP16, KMO12,
SV16, THM15, WSH18, ZYW18,
HWCL13, KPSW09, LCKT12, MHT14].
Zero [BC16, Giv06, JK10, HTCP13, ZCG06].
zero-deficiency
[ZCG06]. Zero-Suppressed [BC16]. Zoom
[EO19]. Zoom-ADC [EO19].
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